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ABSTRACT: The study of heterogeneous catalytic reactions
remains a major challenge because it involves a complex
network of reaction steps with various intermediates. If the
vibrational spectra of individual molecules could be monitored
in real time, one could characterize the structures of the
intermediates and the time scales of reaction steps without
ensemble averaging. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) spectroscopy does provide vibrational spectra with
single-molecule sensitivity, but typical single-molecule SERS
signals exhibit spatial heterogeneities and temporal fluctuations, making them difficult to be used in single-molecule kinetics
studies. Here we show that SERS can monitor the single-molecule catalytic reactions in real time. The surface-immobilized
reactants placed at the junctions of well-defined nanoparticle−thin film structures produce time-resolved SERS spectra with
discrete, step-transitions of photoproducts. We interpret that such SERS-steps correspond to the reaction events of individual
molecules occurring at the SERS hotspot. The analyses of the yield, dynamics, and the magnitude of such SERS steps, along with
the associated spectral characteristics, fully support our claim. In addition, a model that is based on plasmonic field enhancement
and surface photochemistry reproduces the key features of experimental observation. Overall, the result demonstrates that it is
possible, under well-controlled conditions, to differentiate the chemical and physical processes contributing to the single-
molecule SERS signals, and thus shows the use of single-molecule SERS as a tool for studying the metal-catalyzed organic
reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The metal-catalyzed reaction is the most important but least
understood topic in chemistry because of its particularly complex
reaction mechanism. The single-molecule spectroscopy may
enable us to identify the hidden reaction steps and intermediates
constituting the reactions. Recently, single-molecule fluorescence
(SMF) spectroscopy with specifically designed probes has been
utilized to study the catalytic activities of nanoparticles.1−6 The
fluorescence spectra, however, carry insufficient structural
information to fully identify various intermediates and products,
severely limiting the scope of investigation. This missing
molecular “fingerprint” may be obtained if the vibrational spectra
of individual reacting molecules could be measured in situ.
The surface-enhanced Raman scattering spectroscopy

(SERS)7,8 provides vibrational spectra of unlabeled organic
molecules on metallic surfaces. As such, from the very early
days of SERS research, its use in in situ catalytic kinetics studies
has been explored (for a comprehensive review, see ref 9 and
references therein). Although the single-molecule sensitivity
of SERS (single-molecule SERS, SMSERS)10−21 has been
discovered11,12,22 and solidly proved recently,13,14 it is still rarely
applied to single-molecule reaction kinetics studies.20,22−24

This is mainly caused by its stochastic temporal fluctua-
tions,11,15,17,22,25−27 which cannot be easily assigned to a
specific type of molecular process. Furthermore, the SMSERS
activities vary widely over the sample surfaces. Several sources,

including the Brownian dynamics (translational and orienta-
tional diffusion) of a molecule placed near a hotspot,25,28 the
fluctuation of the state of the metallic surfaces,25,26 and
uncontrolled SERS hotspot geometries, are believed to give rise
to the complexity. Despite such problems, a few recent kinetic
studies show temporal signatures of SERS hinting the feasibility
for single or a few molecule kinetics studies with SERS.20,29

The following questions thus arise: If we could remove or
control all of these variabilities, would SMSERS provide
predictable and quantifiable signals of individual molecules in
a way that is as useful as, or even better than, SMF? Would the
dynamic SMSERS measurement under this condition enable in
situ monitoring of the single-molecule reactions occurring on
metallic surfaces? Here we demonstrate that single molecules
immobilized at the centers of plasmonic hotspots do generate
fully predictable SMSERS signals, and that the time-resolved
SERS signals of reacting molecules under such conditions
yield remarkably clear temporal signatures of single-molecule
reaction events. The signals thus obtained could be fully
explained by the reaction of single molecules and their
plasmon-enhanced Raman scattering. Current study is specifi-
cally focused on the dimerization of 4-nitrobenzenethiols,30−36

which have been extensively studied at an ensemble level.
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We nevertheless believe that the method we present should be
also applicable to other metal-catalyzed reactions involving
Raman-active chemical species.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
2.1. Localized Photocatalytic Reactions at a Plas-

monic Junction. The sample (Figure 1a) is a self-assembled
silver nanoparticle (AgNP, diameter of 80 nm)-4-nitro-
benzenethiol (NBT)-gold thin film (AuTF, thickness of
10 nm)27,37,38 junctions formed on a glass coverslip. As
shown by many recent reports,27,29,39−43 the NP-molecule-TF
junctions show fairly reproducible Raman enhancements,
offering a facile platform for SERS/SMSERS kinetic studies.29

For the current work, the NBT serves both as a reagent and a
spacer defining a plasmonic gap of 0.7 nm. A focused laser
beam at λex = 632.8 nm, resonating with the dipolar plasmon
mode of the junction (see inset of Figure 1a for the scattering
spectrum), locally drives the photoreduction of NBT to yield
4,4′-dimercaptoazobenzene (DMAB), a long-lived reaction
intermediate, which is further reduced to 4-aminobenzenethiol
(ABT).20,30−35,44−50 The same laser also excites the SERS

radiation of the reacting molecules, and the resulting SERS
spectra are recorded in real-time. As shown in atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and confocal SERS images (Figure 1b,
νNO-peak intensity map of NBT. See also Figure 1e) of the
sample, the SERS signal of NBT is strongly enhanced only at
the AgNP-NBT-AuTF junction sites. The measured Raman
enhancement factor of 1.7 × 108 could be reproduced within
1 order of magnitude by the local field (Eloc) enhancement around
the junction (see Figure 1c and Supporting Information A).
It is believed that two reaction pathways are possible20,30−35,44−49

for the reduction of NBTs (see Figure 1d). Through the direct
path, NBT is reduced to aminobenzenethiol (ABT) via the
series of reduction steps involving the dihydroxylaminobenze-
nethiol (DHABT), nitrosobenzenethiol (NSBT), and hydrox-
ylaminobenzenethiol (HABT) intermediates. Through the
indirect path, the DHABT and HABT condense to yield
dimercaptoazobenzene (DMAB). The DMAB is further
reduced to the ABTs. For the photocatalytic reaction, the
electrons needed for each of the reduction steps are believed to
come from hot-electrons32,51−53 transferred from the nano-
structures. The above mechanism is based on numerous

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of a AgNP-NBT-AuTF junction, and SERS measurement. The inset shows the local field (Eloc), NBT, and DMAB,
and a dark-field scattering spectrum obtained from a single AgNP-NBT-AuTF junction, and the laser wavelength (λex = 632.8 nm, black arrow) for
the SERS measurement. (b) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography (top-panel, Topo) and SERS (bottom panel, intensity of νNO = 1347 cm−1

peak of NBT) images of the sample, showing the locations of hotspots. (c) Top (xy-plane, top panel) and side (xz-plane, bottom panel) views of the
theoretical electromagnetic enhancement factor, |Eloc(ω0)Eloc(ωNBT)/E0

2|2. The color scale of the image is logarithmic. (d) Reaction pathways and
possible intermediates for the photoinduced dimerization of NBT. The intermediates involved are dihydroxylaminobenzenethiol (DHABT),
nitrosobenzenethiol (NSBT), hydroxylaminobenzenethiol (HABT), azoxybenzenethiol (AZOBT) and dimercaptohydroazobenzene (DMHAB).
(e) SERS spectra of the sample before (blue) and after laser irradiation (red). For the former, the peak at 1347 cm−1 is νNO (symmetric NO
stretching) of NBT. For the latter, the peaks at 1146 cm−1, 1394 cm−1, and 1445 cm−1 are assigned to the ν1 (CH-bending), ν2 (bending and
stretching), and ν3 (bending and stretching) modes of DMAB, respectively.
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electrochemical and SERS spectroscopic evidences, yet the
relative importance of the two paths, or even the existence of
DMAB as a reaction intermediate is still under debate.54 While
the major point of the current study is not on proving or dis-
proving the proposed mechanism, we have obtained spectro-
scopic evidence (see below and Supporting Information B)
strongly supporting that less than minor portion (<10%) of
the NBTs undergo a dimerization reaction (indirect path)
producing DMAB intermediate. Thus, in what follows, our
interpretation of the data is based on the above-mentioned
reaction mechanism.
Figure 1e shows SERS spectra recorded from a single junction,

before (blue) and after (red) laser irradiation. The disappearance
of the NO-stretching peak of NBT (νNO = 1347 cm−1) and the
appearance of three new peaks associated with trans-DMAB
(below, we simply call it DMAB) at ν1 = 1146 cm−1 (CH-
bending), ν2 = 1394 cm−1 (bending and stretching), and ν3 =
1445 cm−1 (bending and stretching) indicates that NBTs undergo
a reaction to yield DMAB (see Supporting Information C for peak
assignment).
2.2. Reactive SERS Trajectories. 2.2.1. General Features.

Figure 2a−c show three representative time-resolved SERS

spectra obtained from individual junctions similar to those de-
scribed in Figure 1. The Figure 2d−f present the corresponding
SERS intensity trajectories of the νNO (NBT) and ν3 (DMAB)
peaks. The data set shows two major features. First, the trajec-
tories from different junctions show widely different dynamics
for NBT and DMAB, and the two are temporally correlated:
The ones showing fast NBT decay (blue traces in Figure 2d−f
represent the fit to a single-exponential decay, exp(−kNBTt),
where t is the time and kNBT is the decay constant) are
associated with a strong DMAB intensity (Figure 2a and d,
called hot trajectories), whereas the ones showing slow NBT
decay are associated with weak (Figure 2b and e, mild
trajectories) or zero (Figure 2c and f, cold trajectories) DMAB
intensities. Second, a majority of DMAB-forming trajectories
(Figure 2a, b, d, e) show step-like transitions in the ν1, ν2, and
ν3 peaks of DMAB (red traces in Figure 2d−f represent fits to
step-functions:55 See below for more detail). Such transitions
are most notable in the mild trajectories (Figure 2b and e, see
white arrows), in which the intensities and spectra show a
few clear on/off transitions of the DMAB peaks. In the hot
trajectories of DMAB (Figure 2a and d), many such steps are
rapidly accumulated to produce an overall envelope that

Figure 2. Time-resolved SERS trajectories. (a−c) Time-resolved SERS spectra of AgNP-NBT-AuTF junctions. The horizontal and vertical axes
correspond to the Raman shift (in cm−1) and time (in seconds), respectively, and the intensities of SERS peaks are presented as colored images (see
inset color scales). White arrows in (b) point to the discrete changes in the SERS intensities of ν3 (DMAB). The topmost inset shows the sample
SERS spectrum obtained during the reaction, together with the peak assignment of NBT (blue) and DMAB (red). (d−f) Time-resolved SERS
intensities (gray) of νNO (NBT) and ν3 (DMAB) peaks sampled from (a−c), along with the fit to a single exponential function (blue) and step
function (red). The dotted red trace in (d) is the fit to a rise-and-decay rate equation, showing that the envelope of the DMAB trajectory
approximately follows the ensemble kinetics. In (d−i), the intensities shown are normalized with respect to the initial SERS intensity of the νNO
(NBT) peak. (g−i) Model SERS trajectories of νNO (NBT, blue) and ν3 (DMAB, red). The inset cartoons in (g) and (h) display snapshots of the
DMAB distributions (red dots) and the local field distribution (green) on the junction.
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approximately follows an ensemble rise-and-decay rate equation
(red dashed curve). We attribute that the discrete changes in
SERS intensities correspond to the creation and annihilation of
individual DMABs within a hotspot, and their time-evolution
represents the single-molecule reaction kinetics. As mentioned
above, a majority of NBTs take the direct reaction path rather
than the indirect, DMAB-forming, path. This explains why the
NBT trajectories show continuous decay, whereas the DMAB
trajectories show discrete changes. The minority event (<10%)

of DMAB formation is readily recognized in the SERS spectra,
because the Raman cross section of DMAB is significantly
larger than those of ABT and NBT (σDMAB (1445 cm−1):σNBT
(1347 cm−1):σABT (1069 cm

−1) = 46.6:12.6:1.0, see Supporting
Information D).

2.2.2. Rate-Law Analysis of Hot SERS Trajectories. The hot
SERS trajectories most likely represent the kinetics of an
ensemble of NBT and DMAB, because the DMAB intensity
profiles as well as those of the NBT could be satisfactorily fitted

Figure 3. Discrete steps in the SERS trajectory of DMAB. (a) Normalized SERS trajectories of ν3 (DMAB), iDMAB (gray trace), of mild junctions,
and the fits to step-functions (red). The horizontal and vertical scale bars represent 1 s and 0.1 (normalized intensity unit), respectively.
(b) Histograms of the step size (δ, indicated in arrows in the top panel of (a)) extracted from each of the trajectories shown in (a). The black arrows
point to the average step size for each trajectory. (c) δ-distributions accumulated from the mild (orange) and hot (red) trajectories.
(d) δ-distributions for the mild (kNBT = 0.025 s−1) and hot (kNBT = 1.4 s−1) trajectories derived from Monte Carlo simulation (see Figure 8d).
Also shown in dashed lines are the δ-distributions evaluated from a nonuniform DMAB distribution proportional to |Eloc(x, y, ω0)/E0|

4 and from a
uniform DMAB distribution (|Eloc(x, y, ω0)/E0|

0). The δmax = 0.17 indicates the theoretical maximum step size. The shaded region in (d)
corresponds to the range of δ that is experimentally inaccessible. The inset in (d) displays cumulative spatial distributions of DMABs (red dots)
produced during the reaction, and the local field distribution (green) calculated for hot and mild trajectories.
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to the standard rate law equations (exp(−kNBTt) for NBT, and
exp(−k2t) − exp(−k3t) for DMAB). From the fitting
(Supporting Information E), we find that the three rate
constants (kNBT, k2, and k3) are linearly proportional to the
square-root of the initial intensity of νNO of NBT (I0,NBT), and
thus to the local-field intensity averaged over the junction area,
⟨|Eloc(ω0)|

2⟩ (where ω0 is the excitation laser frequency). This
supports that the associated reaction steps are one-photon
processes and that major source of junction-to-junction
variation of rates is the variation in Eloc. Additionally, we find
that the k3 (buildup rate of DMAB) is essentially the same as
2kNBT, indicating that the formation rate of DMAB is primarily
limited by the (slow) decay of NBT to form reaction inter-
mediates.
2.2.3. SERS Steps. For the quantitative analysis of SERS

steps, we use the SERS intensity of the DMAB peak (ν3,
IDMAB(t)) normalized by the initial intensity of the NBT peak
(νNO, I0,NBT): iDMAB(t) = IDMAB(t)/I0,NBT (below, we use the
peak at ν3 = 1445 cm−1 as the primary marker of DMAB,
although the two other peaks also carry similar information as
well). Here, the I0,NBT serves as an internal reference for SERS
activities for each junction. Figure 3a displays a representative
collection of iDMAB(t) with kNBT < 0.1 s−1 (mild trajectories)
along with fits to step-functions. From the fitting, we obtain the
magnitude of the step (δ) in iDMAB(t) (see arrows in Figure 3a).
For the step-fitting, the detector noise of the spectrometer sets
a minimum detectable step-size of δmin = 0.03, and any features
smaller than this value are ignored in the analysis.
Figure 3b shows the δ-histograms extracted from the

trajectories shown in Figure 3a. Notably, we find that the δ’s
in a given trajectory span a finite range, although the average δ’s
for each trajectory (shown as arrows) are similar. Figure 3c
(orange) shows the δ-histogram accumulated from 17 mild
trajectories (kNBT = 0.005−0.1 s−1), including the ones shown
in Figure 3a, displaying a distribution spanning a range of δ =
0.03−0.8, with the most probable step size of δmp = 0.15. An
analogous analysis of hot trajectories (kNBT = 0.1−4.3 s−1)
yields a distribution (Figure 3c, red trace) spanning a com-
parable δ-range but with a monotonically decreasing shape.
We attribute that the finite width in δ-distribution arises from
the individual DMABs created at different lateral positions
with respect to the junction center, experiencing different
Eloc-intensities, thus creating a range of single-molecule SERS
intensities. The difference in δ-distributions of hot and mild
trajectories arises from different spatial distribution of DMABs
arising from different reaction conditions. In this section, we
present a series of experimental and theoretical proofs to the
above claims.
2.3. Experimental Proofs for Single-Molecular Reac-

tion Events. Here, we present the photochemical and
spectroscopic features of experimental data answering to the
following two questions: Do the SERS steps represent single-
molecule signals of DMABs? If they do, do the time-evolutions
of the steps represent the single-molecule reaction kinetics, or
the Brownian dynamics (lateral diffusion or reorientation)?
2.3.1. Photochemical Proofs. We rely on two obvious

characteristics of single-molecule kinetics and spectroscopy:
First, if the steps are really the SERS intensity “quanta” of
single-molecule reaction products, change in reaction condition
may change the yield (overall occurrence probability) of the
steps, yet the magnitudes of the individual steps should remain
unchanged. Second, if the time-evolution of the steps
represents the genuine single-molecule kinetics, the temporal

dynamics of steps, on the average, should follow similar trends
as is found in the corresponding ensemble kinetics.

Influence of Initial Reagent Coverage on the Yield of
DMAB Steps. We systematically change the initial coverage of
NBT, and examine the change in the yield and average
magnitude of DMAB SERS steps, which is analogous to the
“dilution” experiment by Weckhuysen and co-workers.54 The
plasmonic junctions with a mixed monolayer of NBT and
benzenethiol (BT) with varying initial relative mole fractions
(θNBT

0 + θBT
0 = 1) are prepared, and the SERS trajectories

similar to the ones in Figure 3a are measured for multiple
number of junctions. Here, the BT serves as a nonreactive,
immobile diluent.
Figure 4 summarizes the result, highlighting three important

features. First, we observe (Figure 4a, bar graph) that the yield

of DMAB, which is defined as the fraction of DMAB-forming
junctions ((Nmild + Nhot)/Ntot, where Nmild, and Nhot are the
numbers of junctions yielding mild and hot trajectories,
respectively, and the Ntot is the total number of junctions
examined), rapidly decreases upon dilution (decrease in θNBT

0).
This proves that the SERS peaks of DMAB arise from the
bimolecular association of photogenerated intermediates. At the
same time, however, we observe that the dilution does not
significantly change the decay rate (kNBT) of the NBT peaks

Figure 4. The change of yield and the magnitude of DMAB SERS
steps as a function of initial NBT coverage. (a) (left y-axis and bar-
graphs): Fraction of junctions yielding DMAB products (orange =
mild, red = hot) plotted as a function of initial surface coverage of
NBT (θNBT

0). (right y-axis and blue circles): Fraction of mild
trajectories among the reactive trajectories. (b) The average size of un-
normalized DMAB steps for different θNBT

0. The error bars represent
one standard deviation of replicate measurements on different
junctions.
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(Figure S5 of Supporting Information E), confirming that the
NBT decay step corresponds to the generation of monomeric
intermediates, not to the direct one-step dimerization of the
two NBTs.
Second, while the dilution decreases overall yield of the

DMAB, it does increase the fraction of mild trajectories among
the total number of reactive trajectories, Nmild/(Nmild + Nhot)
(Figure 4a, blue dot and line): for the sample with θNBT

0 = 1.0,
35% of the reactive trajectories appear as mild trajectories,
whereas for the ones with θNBT

0 = 0.1, all of the reactive
trajectories appear as mild trajectories. This agrees with our
hypothesis that the mild trajectories simply represent the fewer-
molecule limit of the same chemical reaction as is occurring in
hot trajectories: Dilution makes it less probable to find two
neighboring intermediates for the dimerization, and thus a
majority of the DMAB signals appear as discrete single mole-
cular events.
Third, and the most importantly, we find that the average

step sizes for mild trajectories remain unchanged upon dilution
(see Figure 4b. For the plot shown in Figure 4b, the step
intensities are not normalized with respect to I0,NBT in order to
avoid any possible analysis bias). This further supports that the
steps are the SERS signals of individual molecules, the magnitude
of which is unaffected by the reaction condition. If the steps were
originated from collective changes of an ensemble of DMAB
molecules, the step sizes should decrease in proportion to the

degree of dilution. To better understand the logic behind this
argument, we consider a hypothetical situation where an
ensemble of molecules contributes to the stepped SERS
trajectory. Discrete spectroscopic signatures may be obtained
only if the changes of local environment (for example, change in
metallic surface states) lead to the collective modulation of the
number density of molecules, Raman enhancement, or the
orientation of all of the molecules under such environment.
Alternatively, the discrete signals may arise from the time-
averaged signals of bursts of single-molecular reaction events
(multicount) occurring at a time scale much faster than the
acquisition time of spectra (∼30 ms). If the collective or
multicount events are the dominant source of the steps, the
dilution of the reagent will decrease the number of molecules
contributing to the transitions, and thus systematically decrease
the magnitude of steps. Our observation indicates otherwise,
and thus supports that the steps are the SERS signals of
individual molecules. Overall, the yield and the magnitude of
the SERS steps strongly support that the DMAB steps aries
from the individual molecules produced by bimolecular surface
chemical reaction.

Dynamics of SERS Steps and Possible Roles of Brownian
Motion. As described above, the rate constants of NBT decay
(kNBT), and rise and decay of DMAB (k2 and k3) for each hot
trajectories are linearly proportional to each other. If the
stepped transitions in mild trajectories represent the dynamics

Figure 5. Dynamics of DMAB step-transitions and its correlation to the reagent decay dynamics. (a) A representative SERS trajectory showing the
NBT decay (kNBT) and the steps, along with fits to exponential and step functions. The up-step and down-step transitions are indicated as red and
blue vertical bars, respectively. The stepping frequency, f, is defined as the number of steps within a unit time. (b) Correlations (black circles) of step-
up frequency ( f up) and kNBT. (c) Correlation of step-down frequency ( fdown) and kNBT. A total of 24 trajectories are analyzed, and the raw (kNBT,
f up,down)-points (see Supporting Information F) are binned into three sets based on the range of kNBT: 0.003 < kNBT < 0.009 (7 trajectories); 0.010 <
kNBT < 0.012 (6 trajectories); 0.013 < kNBT < 0.090 (11 trajectories). The data points shown in (b,c), and the associated error bars (vertical and
horizontal double-sided arrows) correspond to the average and the standard deviation of each binned data sets. As such, the y-error bars represent
both the variation of fup,down for a given kNBT, and the range of data binning. The red lines in (b) & (c) are the linear fit to the data.
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of formation (up-step) and the annihilation (down-step) of
individual DMAB, the frequency of step-transitions ( f = number
of steps/unit time) and kNBT for a given trajectory should also

correlate to each other linearly. If, on the other hand, a majority
of step-transitions arise from the single-molecule Brownian
dynamics (lateral diffusion and reorientation),56 which is

Figure 6. Bianalyte analysis of reactive SERS trajectory. (a) A mild trajectory showing the intermittent (on/off) spectral signature of an intermediate
(see white arrows). (b) SERS spectra sampled from (a) during the on (red), and off (blue) periods. Also shown are the difference of the two (on−
off, orange), and the νX = 1364 cm−1 component of the 2D covariance matrix (green, see Supporting Information H for more detail), both of which
showing peaks at 1364, 1160, and 1314 cm−1, which are assigned as the vibrational peaks of HABT (vertical dotted lines). (c) A SERS trajectory
showing the peak at νX = 1364 cm−1, which is anticorrelated to the peaks of ν2 and ν3. (d) Corresponding intensity trajectories of ν3 (DMAB) and
the νX (HABT). (e) Event histogram derived from (c), showing the statistics of pure-DMAB (red), pure HABT (blue), DMAB + HABT (purple),
and HABT + unknown (gray) events. (f) intensity−intensity correlation of the peaks at ν3 = 1445 cm−1, and νX = 1364 cm−1, showing two clearly
identifiable distributions for single molecular events of DMAB and HABT.
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unrelated to the chemical reaction, the rate of step-transitions
will be nearly independent of kNBT. In Figure 5, we show the
correlation plots of (kNBT, f up) and (kNBT, fdown) both of which
show clear linear relationships with the linear fits extrapolating
to near-zero y-intercept. Therefore, we believe that the step-
transitions mainly arise from the reaction events, not from the
single-molecule Brownian dynamics. Note that organic thiolates
covalently bonded to Au have a very short diffusion length (rms
displacement of 0.02 nm in 1 s57). As such, the lateral diffusion
of the molecules in and out of SERS hotspot (spanning an area
with ∼10 nm diameter) in the time scale of a few tens of
seconds is highly unlikely. Temporarily blocking and
unblocking the laser beam during the reaction (for >10 min,
see Supporting Information G) leaves the SERS intensities of
NBT (and DMAB) essentially unchanged, further supporting
that the diffusion of thiolates in and out of the hotspot is
negligible. The reorientation dynamics may still manifest itself
in the statistical scatter (error bars) in correlation plots in
Figure 5b and c, and also in the fast fluctuation of SERS signals
(<10 ms) superimposed on top of the stepped transitions.
2.3.2. Spectroscopic Proofs. Bianalyte Analysis. Here we

employ the bianalyte SERS approach,13,14 which is the most
widely accepted statistical tool for assessing the single-
molecular events in SERS, to further prove that the stepped
transitions arise from individual molecules. In the standard
bianalyte method, the SERS peak intensities of the mixture of
two species (called the A and B) are measured as a function of
time or position. If the statistics of the pure events (A-only or
B-only spectra) dominate over the mixed events (spectra
showing the features of both A and B), one can statistically
argue that the hotspot contains 0 or 1 molecules at any given
time. In an ideal situation where we have exactly one A- or one
B-molecule in hotspot area, and where the detection time scale
is much faster than the reaction time scale, the probability to
find the mixed A+B event is identically zero.
In this work, we have compared the SERS spectra of DMAB

(A) and the short-lived reaction intermediate (B) recorded
during the reaction. Some of the mild trajectories with very
small kNBT (<0.001 s−1) show (Figure 6a and b) intermittent
SERS peaks at 1160, 1314, and 1364 cm−1, which cannot be
assigned to any of the vibrational modes of NBT, DMAB or
ABT. These peaks are consistently observed in ∼20% of the
mildest trajectories, and thus are most likely to originate from
the reaction. Furthermore, the intensities of such peaks and
those of DMABs are temporally anticorrelated. Cross correla-
tion analysis58 (Supporting Information H) further confirms
that these three peaks originate from single chemical species
(with covariance coefficients exceeding +0.7). On the basis of
the density functional theory calculation (see Supporting
Information I), we tentatively assign the structure of inter-
mediate as HABT (for the purpose of the current study, exact
identity of the intermediate is unimportant, however).
Figure 6c displays a part of the time-resolved SERS spectra
showing a peak at νX = 1364 cm−1, together with the ν2 and ν3
peaks of DMAB. For the particular trajectory shown, the
intensities of the ν2 and ν3 (DMAB) undergo on/off transitions
(Figure 6d) with δ ∼ 0.3, and the new peak shows on/off
transitions that are perfectly anticorrelated to the ν2 and ν3
intensities, such that there is very small probability for
simultaneous appearance of the DMAB and the HABT at any
given time. Similar two-state spectral signatures in single-
molecule tip-enhanced Raman scattering have been recently ob-
served for the azobenzene derivatives59 and malachite green.60

The associated event histogram shown in Figure 6e is
categorized as pure-DMAB (showing peaks at both ν2 and ν3
positions), pure-HABT (showing a peak at νX), DMAB +
HABT (showing the ν2, ν3, and νX), and HABT + unknown
(showing νX and other unidentifiable spectral features),
showing negligibly small probability of mixed event as
compared with DMAB-only or HABT-only events. The
bianalyte analysis shown above clearly proves that the step
structure with δ = 0.29 is a strictly single-molecular event (note
that even the two-molecular event has larger statistical weight
than the pure events). Another notable feature of the trajectory
is that the trajectories maintain fairly constant on-state
intensities of DMAB and HABT even after several on/off
cycles (see Figure 6d), which strongly suggesting that the
positions of DMAB and HABT remain nearly unchanged
during these transitions. Such characteristics are better illustrated
in intensity−intensity correlation diagram of ν3 and νX peaks
(Figure 6f), in which two clearly defined distributions near
(iDMAB, iX) = (0.27, 0.0) and (0.0, and 0.4) account for >90% of
the events. This is fully consistent with a reversible chemical
transformation between a single DMAB and a single HABT,
occurring at the same surface site. Most of the remaining mixed
events (accounting for ∼0.7%) are positioned near the line
connecting the centers of the two distributions. The most
straightforward explanation is that these are the points where
the DMAB-HABT transitions have occurred during the time-
window of data acquisition, resulting in spectral mixtures of
DMAB and HABT with relative weights determined by the
dwell time for HABT and DMAB states.

Line-Shape Evidence. We also observe that the stepped
transitions of DMAB are accompanied by the changes in
lineshapes. Figure 7a and b display a mild trajectory (kNBT =
0.046 s−1) of a DMAB peak (ν3) and its intensity profile, in
which we observe that the intensity steps (for example, δ = 0.095
in Figure 7a) accompany spectral change between a singlet and
doublet peaks (see the points 3, 4, and 5 of Figure 7b and c).
These strongly support that the step-transition corresponds to
the chemical transformation of one of the two DMAB molecules
under two different heterogeneous surface states.61 Additionally,
the singlet peak has a significantly narrower line width (Figure 7c)
than that of typical, heterogeneously broadened νNO peak of
NBT (∼9 cm−1 vs ∼21 cm−1), indicating that the spectra arise
from very few number of DMAB molecules.

2.4. Modeling of SMSERS Trajectories. By combining
the electrodynamics calculation of local field enhancement,
and the Monte Carlo simulation of 2-dimensional surface
photochemistry, we have modeled the SERS trajectories. By
comparing the model and the experimental trajectories, we
attempt to answer the following three questions: (1) Does the
plasmonically enhanced Raman signal of a single molecule
quantitatively explain the magnitude of SERS steps observed?
(2) What is the origin of the finite distribution of the step sizes?
(3) Could the reaction events of individual molecules quali-
tatively explain the observed time-evolution of SERS signals?

2.4.1. Position-Dependent Raman Enhancement. The
electromagnetically (EM) enhanced Raman signal of a DMAB
at (x, y) near the junction center (0, 0) can be modeled by

σ ω

ω

σ

Δ = | |

× | |

=

x y E x y E

E x y E

F x y

( , ) ( , , )/

( , , )/

( , )

DMAB DMAB loc 0 0
2

loc DMAB 0
2

DMAB DMAB (1)
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where Eloc(ω0, x, y), Eloc(ωDMAB, x, y), and E0 are the
local field at the laser excitation frequency (ω0), the
local field at the Stokes−Raman frequency of DMAB (ωDMAB),
and the inc ident laser fie ld , respect ive ly . The

ω ω= | | | |F x y E x y E E x y E( , ) ( , , )/ ( , , )/DMAB loc 0 0
2

loc DMAB 0
2 i s

the single-molecule Raman enhancement factor (see Figure 8a
for the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation of

FDMAB(x, y)), and σDMAB is the Raman cross-section of a DMAB
molecule at ν3 = 1445 cm−1. Analogously, the reference signal,
I0,NBT, is modeled as the sum of SERS signals of all NBT
molecules near the junction position: I0,NBT = σNBTNNBT⟨FNBT⟩,
where NNBT is the number of NBT molecules experiencing
an enhanced field, and ⟨FNBT⟩ is the enhancement factor for
NBT averaged over the junction area. The σNBT is the Raman

Figure 7. Spectral evidence of single-molecule reaction events. (a) Normalized SERS trajectory (iDMAB(t), gray) of DMAB and the fit (red) to step
functions. (b) The corresponding SERS spectra. (c) Sampling of the instantaneous spectra of ν3 (DMAB) (indicated by numerals in (b)) shown in
(b) together with a fits to Lorentzian functions. The inset cartoons in (a) schematically show the evolution of the number of DMAB molecules (red
and orange spheroids) during the reaction. Molecules in different states are depicted in different colors.

Figure 8. Modeling of single-molecule SERS intensities and single-molecule surface kinetics. (a) Position-dependent SERS enhancement factor for
ν3 peak of DMAB, FDMAB(x, y), simulated by FDTD method. (b) The line profile of FDMAB(x, y) (left y-axis) along the center of the junction (shown
in dash-dot line in (a)), and the theoretical SERS intensity of DMAB (δ, right y-axis). Also indicated by an arrow is the position in the sample
exhibiting the maximum single-molecule SERS signal. (c) Simplified reaction kinetics model of the plasmon-assisted reduction of NBT.
(d) Schematic of Monte Carlo simulation of single-molecule kinetics. At time zero (t = 0), NBT molecules (yellow spheres) occupy all of the
adsorption sites. For each time step (Δt), reaction steps occur stochastically with probabilities pNBT, pI, p2I, and pDMAB. The pNBT and pDMAB are
dependent on the local field intensity, |Eloc(ω0, x, y)|

2 (shown in green colors), which sensitively changes for different molecular adsorption sites
(x, y). For each cycle, the SERS intensities of NBT and DMAB are evaluated based on the occupation states of each adsorption site and the Raman
enhancement factors.
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cross-section of NBT at νNO = 1347 cm−1. The normalized
SERS signal of a single DMAB is thus calculated as follows:

δ

σ
σ

=
Δ

= × ×

x y
x y

I

N F
F x y

( , )
( , )

1
( , )

DMAB

0,NBT

DMAB

NBT NBT NBT
DMAB

(2)

Figure 8b shows a line profile of FDMAB(x, y) and δ (x, y)
sampled along a line crossing the center of the AgNP-AuTF
junction, illustrating the drastic variation of SERS enhancement
with respect to the location of the molecule around the center
of hotspot. In particular, it reveals that a DMAB placed at
surface sites with FDMAB > 1.4 × 107 can yield a normalized
SMSERS signal with a range of δ = 0.03−0.17. The maximum
SMSERS signal, δmax = 0.17 (corresponding to FDMAB = 1.1 × 108),
occurs for a DMAB placed at the hottest site in a given junction.
This range of δ agrees with the experimental range of steps
δ = 0.03−0.8 (Figure 3c, hot and mild distributions).
2.4.2. Monte Carlo Simulation of Reactive SERS

Trajectories. To confirm that the dynamics of the steps
represents the genuine reaction kinetics, and to understand the
shapes of the δ-distributions, we carried out a Monte Carlo
simulation of reactive SERS trajectories of DMAB. On the basis
of the ensemble rate law analysis of hot trajectories above (see
section 2.2.2), we setup a simplified kinetics model (Figure 8c,
Supporting Information E) in which there is only one type of
short-lived intermediate (I) generated from NBT, and the
NBT → I (kNBT) and DMAB → 2ABT (kDMAB, corresponding
to the k2 in the above rate law analysis) steps are the rate-
determining steps (kNBT, kDMAB ≪ kI, k2I). Using the simplified
kinetic pathways, we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation62,63 of
the single-molecule reaction (see Figure 8d and Materials and
Methods), in which individual NBTs immobilized on a AuTF
undergo stochastic transformations with probability, pA, for
each reaction step-A. Particularly, pNBT and pDMAB are modeled
as ω= − − | | Δ=p x y a f E x y t( , ) 1 exp( ( , , ) )X XNBT or DMAB loc 0

2 ,
where aX is a constant, and the Δt = 1 ms is the time-step.
This form takes into account the Eloc-dependent plasmonic hot-
electron transfer rates, which are dependent on the local field
intensity. The f is a variable that approximately models the
junction-to-junction variation in ⟨|Eloc(ω0)|

2⟩. For each Δt, the
normalized SERS signal i(t) from a junction is calculated from
the occupation states of each adsorption sites, Raman
enhancement factors, and the experimental Raman scattering
cross sections.
The three sets of simulated SERS trajectories in Figure 2g−i,

which differ only in terms of the ⟨|Eloc(ω0)|
2⟩ ( f = 1, 0.04, and

0.008 for (g), (h) and (i), respectively), reproduce key features
of the hot, mild, and cold trajectories shown in Figure 2d−f.
Particularly, the simulated hot trajectory shown in Figure 2g,
involving ∼20 DMABs (see inset for DMAB distribution (dots
in red) and the local field distribution(distribution in green)),
is composed of many cumulative steps, resulting in a shape
approximating the ensemble rate-law equation. On the other
hand, the mild trajectory (Figure 2h), which involves <4 DMABs,
shows a few on/off transitions. Figure 3d shows corresponding
δ-distributions of the simulated hot and mild trajectories of
DMAB (Figure 2g and h), reproducing both the qualitative and
quantitative features of the experimental δ-distributions in
Figure 3c: The model distribution for mild trajectories shows a
peak at δmp = 0.13 (experiment, δmp = 0.2) whereas the one for

the hot trajectories shows a monotonically decaying shape.
Such features appear in a δ-range that agrees with the experi-
mental result within a factor of 3, which is remarkable given
that the model takes into account only the field-enhancement
of an idealized nanosphere−thin film junction and the experi-
mental Raman cross sections of NBT and DMAB. Whereas the
model δ-distributions are tightly bound by δmax, the upper-
bounds of experimental distributions are rather diffuse. This
blurring may be caused by the finite dispersion of nanoparticle
size and shape, causing variation in the spatial shapes of the Eloc.
The shape differences in the δ-distributions of hot and mild

trajectories reflect the difference in the spatial distributions
of DMABs generated under different reaction conditions (see
inset of Figure 3d for cumulative spatial distribution of
photogenerated DMAB). The formation of DMAB needs two
neighboring plasmon-generated intermediates (I), each with a
formation probability proportional to |Eloc(ω0, x, y)|

2. There-
fore, when the reactant depletion is negligible (mild trajec-
tories), the spatial distribution of DMABs is tightly focused near
the hottest site. On the other hand, when there is a significant
depletion of reactants during the reaction (hot trajectories), the
spatial distribution of DMAB is loosely focused. This explains
why the two Monte Carlo-simulated δ-distributions appear
similar to those calculated for DMABs following a |Eloc(ω0, x,
y)|4 spatial distribution (approximating mild trajectories) and
for uniformly distributed DMABs (hot trajectories) (see the
dashed lines in Figure 3d). Overall, the simulation reproduces
the time-evolution of SERS trajectories, the magnitude of step
intensities, and their distributions in terms of single-molecular
reaction events around a plasmonic junction, further supporting
our interpretation.

2.5. Conclusions. The result clearly demonstrates that
SERS can follow the single-molecule surface reaction events in
real time: The reactants immobilized at the junctions of
nanoparticle−thin film structures produce time-resolved SERS
spectra with discrete step-transitions of photoproducts. The
yield, dynamics, and the magnitudes of such steps can be fully
explained and modeled by the surface chemistry and plasmon-
enhanced Raman signals of individual molecules. The
frequency-domain features associated with the step-transitions
further reveal the heterogeneous environment and the existence
of short-lived intermediates. We find that plasmonic junctions
with an enhancement of ∼108, which is easily achievable in
many other forms of plasmonic junctions, are already sufficient
to record time-resolved (∼10 ms resolution) SERS spectra
of individual reacting molecules with a Raman cross-section of
σ ∼ 10−28 cm2/sr.
The result also constitutes the most direct assessment of

SMSERS intensity thus far. The plasmon-assisted reaction
creates immobilized single molecules preferentially at the
hottest sites of a junction, and the SMSERS signals thus
generated are predictable and their intensities do not randomly
fluctuate in time. Their intensities can be quantitatively (within
1 order of magnitude) explained by the plasmonic enhance-
ment around the junction. This confirms that much of the
randomness found in generic SMSERS signals can be removed
if we could confine the positions of target molecules near the
centers of well-defined hotspots.
The applicability of the method to a more general class of

catalytic reactions is largely limited by the Raman cross sections
of the chemical species involved, the plasmonics of metallic
junctions, and the accessibility of the molecules to the hottest
part of the junctions in a controllable fashion. By implementing
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chemical and physical methods to spatially confine the
molecules to the centers of hotspots (for example, by host−
guest chemistry21), and by employing nanoparticles with better-
defined geometries (such as nanocubes or octahedrons64 or
shell-isolated nanoparticles65), we will be able to further widen
the range of surface reactions that can be studied through
SMSERS.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Sample. A fully saturated self-assembled monolayer of

4-nitrobenzenethiols (NBT, Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.;
used without further purification) is formed on top of a Au thin-film
(TF; Au thin film with a thickness of 10 nm formed on top of a Ti
adhesion layer of 2 nm) formed on a glass substrate. The Ag
nanoparticles (AgNPs, diameters of 80 nm, BBI Co., Ltd.) are
dispersed on top of the NBT/AuTF surface to form NP-NBT-AuTF
junctions.
3.2. Measurement. The SERS signals were measured with a

home-built epi-confocal Raman/atomic force microscope (AFM)
equipped with a high-NA objective lens (Plan Apochromat, 60×,
1.45 NA, Olympus), a Raman spectrometer (500im, focal length =
50 cm, Chromex; EM-CCD, iXon3 897, Andor Tech), a piezo-scanner
(P-500.3, Physik Instrumente) and a HeNe laser (λex = 633 nm, Melles
Griot, < 1 mW) as the excitation light source. SERS trajectories are
obtained by placing the laser focus onto a single AuNP-ABT-AuTF
junction and recording the SERS spectra as a function of time (30 ms
exposure time/spectrum).
3.3. Monte Carlo Simulation. In the model, the NBTs are

immobilized at two-dimensional grid points (ai, aj) on a Au-surface
(Figure 4d), where a = 0.6144 nm is the intermolecular distance of
NBTs close-packed on the surface, and (i, j) are integers. The reaction
probability of single molecules for each reaction step A, is defined as
pA(x, y) = 1 − exp(−kAΔt). The probabilities for the two rate-
determining steps are described in the main text. The 2I → DMAB
step occurs with a unit probability (p2I = 1) only when there are two or
more neighboring I’s. The values of other parameters, aNBT = 1.0 ms−1,
aDMAB = 0.26 ms−1, pI = 0.005 and Δt (time-step) = 1 ms, are chosen
such that the strong field limit of the simulation mimic the hot
trajectories, and their reaction branching between direct and indirect
paths. For each Δt, we calculate the stochastic reaction events, and
evaluate the SERS signal of the NBT and DMAB molecules as
SX=DMAB or NBT(t) = ∑i,jni,j,X(t)FX(ai, aj), where ni,j,X(t) = 0, 1 is the
occupation state of X at site (i, j) at time t. The FX(ai, aj) is the SERS
enhancement factor at (ai, aj) for X as defined in the main text. The
normalized time-dependent SERS trajectory of NBT and DMAB is
thus calculated as iX(t) = (σX/σNBT) · SX(t)/SNBT(0).
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